
Sunday 23 May 2013   Round 7  

Brunswick Dragons V Parkside Red at Pitcher Oval Alphington. 

Midway through the Tackers season, Coach’s message was “ No matter the result, so long as 

you have given it 100%”.  And, despite the final result,  give they did. 

The Dragons showed great commitment from the first bounce.  Parkside scored an early 

point followed by a goal.  They were fast, but the Dragons chased just as hard and after the 

initial flurry the Dragons stepped up their game.   Jonah made a great tackle that stopped a 

Parkside kick at goal and Nathan followed with a strong kick out of defence.  Will (3) took a 

specky of a goal-saving mark and Alex showed us his smothering skills before 

(unfortunately) Parkside scored again.  Our defence was worked hard., Will (3) had some of 

great kicks including one that went straight into the safe hands of Jonah.  And Liam KC 

showed some brave tactics by taking on 2 Parkside players in defence. 

The quarter time siren went and our coaching team (Mark, Christian and Rob) were quick to 

encourage our boys.  Although it had been a good quarter against a really good side, the 

boys needed to switch up a gear and so they did.  The Dragoons went back onto the ground 

for the 2nd quarter with a renewed enthusiasm.  A solid kick by Owen to Aiden then on to 

Jonah for a great overhead mark.  Liam S made some gutsy tackles and in defence Liam KC 

took a good mark and then an effective kick out.  Miles took another mark in defence before 

Hudson took the ball straight through the middle of the ground.  Oliver played a clever 

interception mark and handballed to Will (3) who jumped on top of the ball before claiming 

the free.   The ball was back with Parkside before Isaiah, Liam S and then Jonah took marks.  

Fast Freddie took the ball for a great run down the wing and in defence Liam KC took 

another solid mark.  A great quarter, especially  to Liam S who seemed to be involved in 

every play during those 12 minutes.  Good work also by Hamish, Antonio, Alex and Oliver. 

The Dragons slowed Parkside right down and were rewarded with a scoreless quarter to 

both sides.  

The 3rd quarter started with commitment.  Freddie displayed some great chasing ability – 

and just didn’t give up. Zac also was putting in a good quarter.  Owens tap out of the centre 

and followed by a kick to Freddie who marked, kicked onto Nathan and then to Jonah for an 

entertaining run of play.  Despite most of the play going Parkside’s way, our boys stepped 

up to the challenge – Zac, Aiden, Josh, Will (29), Antonio, Owen, Isaiah, Hudson, Si, Seamus, 

Riley – in fact everyone in the team was working well together. 

The last quarter saw Isaiah in ruck again.  His great efforts were rewarded by not losing a tap 

out all match (and also voted Dragon’s Best on Ground by Parkside)  ! Excellent marks to 

Will, Nathan, Freddie,Antonio, Liam KC, Jonah, Liam S, Isaiah and Aiden.  Strong running, 

hard tackling and hard play by all the team. 

Overall, a great team effort.  The Dragons tried hard all day in a tough environment and 

truly displayed that “never give in” spirit of the Mighty Dragons. 


